
-Game Changing 5th Generation Bentgrass-

These new Game Changing Bentgrasses are ideal for the 
Irish & UK Climates, with unmatched performance.

Thanks to deep rooting, Tee-2-Green bentgrasses tolerate 
heat, humidity, cold, disease and wear better than other 
bentgrasses. These varieties also adapt more quickly to 
raising and lowering of cutting heights while maintaining a 
putting surface that’s consistent and virtually grainless. 

Recognized for a medium green color that greens up quickly 
in the spring and holds color late into the year, Pure Select 
is especially prized for its salt tolerance and resistance to 
dollar spot too.

Pure Distinction has proven the best tolerance to both heat 
and drought, along with deep rooting, super fast 
establishment, and showing improved resistance to dollar 
spot makes it a very popular choice.

 Crystal BlueLinks, The variety displays a distinctive bluish-
green colour and maintains a remarkable disease resistance.  
It's the best bentgrass on the market for super shade 
tolerance.

Learn More!
For more details about these ten superintedents, 
as well as additional advice on inter-seeding 
techniques, contact your nearest TurfCare sales  
professional. 
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Greenskeepers

say interseeding 

works for them

Fast becoming the most highly regarded method 
for improving turf without interrupting course 
play, interseeding with the New advanced 5th 
generation products from Tee-2-Green, are gaining 
popularity among superintendents.

The interseeding process is simple: During 
aerification, superintedents put down one of the 
New aggressive 5th generation bentgrass varieties, 
slowly building their seed bank. Over time, the 
stronger Tee-2-Green 5th generation bentgrasses 
will grow and spread to become the dominant turf 
on your greens. These dynamic varieties will even 
out-compete many unwanted weeds, including Poa 
annua.

Ten Superintedents – from both private clubs and 
public golf courses located all over the country – 
shared their success stories of how inter-seeding 
worked for them, providing impressive results and 
proving time- and cost-efficiencies.



Killiney Golf Club: Dublin Ireland 
"We are only in our 4th year of annual inter seeding with Pure Distinction at 6g/m2 and 
already the overall turf quality and appearance has greatly improved. 

With the restrictions of fungicide use in Ireland we had to introduce a new species of turf 
grass that would be more disease resistant than the native Poa". 

"The deeper roots of Pure Distinction also helps us to reduce our water and nutrient inputs 
while the finer leaf blade has improved the trueness and smoothness of the putting surface.

We have probably less than 25% of Pure Distinction in our greens but it is already making a big 
difference".
Michael Browne-Course Manager

Carnalea Golf Club: Bangor Northern Ireland 

"I have been looking for the perfect Creeping Bent Grass that could withstand high traffic volumes, 
harsh sea winds, salt spray, shade and overcast issues I have on some of my greens. In 2019 
Turfcare approached me with the New 5th Generation Creeping Bent range from Tee-2-Green
 and so far, I have inter seeded with Pure Select and Crystal Blue Links".

"Pure Select with its high salt tolerance and fine leaf texture really thrived on my greens that get 
a lot of sea spray. Crystal Blue Links, offers the combination of all year-round color, unbelievable 
shade tolerance, excellent disease resistance and produces great putting surfaces for our members 
and guests. You can’t compare these products with the older Bents. They have helped put my 
greens in the best shape they have ever been in.  I look forward to using these products for many 
more years to come".
Stuart Glover, Course Manager

Bray Golf Club: Co Wicklow, Ireland
"I have been using the New 5th Generation Crystal Blue Links in Bray for the last few years with 
great success. I had been using some other Creeping Bent products before that, but they didn’t 
offer me the same advantages or results as I’ve seen with Crystal Blue Links. We get results for 
12 months of the year and with its unique shade/overcast advantages it offers us better playing 
surfaces all year round. Crystal Blue Links also offers better disease management, deeper rooting 
with a consistent playing surfaces".  
"There is a big difference between the older types and the new Crystal Blue Links Creeping Bent. 
Inter seeding 100% Crystal Blue Links works for me and our members".  
 John Bishop - Course Manager

Clonakilty Golf Club: Co Cork, Ireland
"It’s hard to believe the depth of rooting on this 14-month-old Crystal Bluelinks green, the roots 
are running all the way to the bottom of the hole changer and beyond. Its not only the depth of 
the rooting that is so impressive, but the shear density of the roots is very noticeable. 
That density is mirrored on the playing surface with the uniformity and vigour of the turf 
canopy holding all the way through a winter of really testing conditions"
Aidan Quirke - Course Manager

Trentham Golf Club: Staffordshire, England
“Having used creeping bent on our new chipping area in 2020 we decided to trial it out on our 
push up greens on the golf course during renovation in August 2020.  Following research we 
decided to go with Turfcare’s Crystal Blue Links for its quick gemination and ability to compete 
with our poa dominated swards.  I was quite amazed at the germination rate! Yes, the weather 
was on our side for a change but we had germination after a few days and up to 5mm by day 7.  
I’ve never seen anything quite like it before and I would have no hesitation in using it again as a 
programmed approach at Trentham”  
Ed Stant-Course Manager

Leighton Buzzard Golf Club: Leighton Buzzard, England
“ I’ve been interseeding with Crystal Blue Links now for two years and the transformation has 
been amazing. The consistency of our greens has improved dramatically with excellent tolerance 
towards the ever changing environmental pressures that we face today”
Paul Harris -Course Manager



The celtic Manor Resort: Newport South Wales, England

"The 11th green on our Roman Rd Course here at The Celtic Manor Resort is every green 
keepers nightmare. The green is surrounded by very tall trees on 3 sides resulting in very little 
air movement and even less sunlight. It is very warm in the summer and freezing cold all day in 
the winter. For years we had tried very many agronomic practices including making the green 
bigger but we still lost significant winter grass cover. Scott Nightingale suggested we try Crystal 
Blue Links bent grass and the results were both immediate and significant. We now have good 
winter cover and colour and it gets better each winter. We also now use it for filling in greens 
scars in early spring and find it germinating with only a few hours daily sunshine prior to the 
onset of summer.”
Jim McKenzie MBE – Director of Golf Courses & Estates Management

Centurion Club: St Albans, Hertforshire England
"Shade has been a concern on some of greens at the club.  After speaking with the team at Turf Care and 
Tee-2-Green, we decided to go with Crystal Bluelinks due to its low-light requirements. The speed of 
establishment and excellent disease tolerance have really impressed me and I really love that color” Andrew 
Garland-Course Manager

Kinross Estates: Kinross, Scotland
"Many greens here at Kinross are extremely shaded and i have been looking for 
overseeding cultivars that can withstand these conditions. If I’m being honest 
Creeping bentgrass was never in my thoughts and i was somewhat sceptical. However 
after speaking with Kevin McColm at Turfcare, listening to his depth of knowledge 
around this subject, and also doing a test on a shaded green, my mind has been 
completely changed. 

Crystal bluelinks and Pure Select are fantastic products and have transformed the 
surfaces here at Kinross. I will continue to use these products going forward and I 
would highly recommend them to anybody looking to improve their surface quality". 
Andrew Crawford– Courses Manager

The Golf Course at Adare Manor: Co Limerick, Ireland
In 2016 when Adare Manor set about redeveloping The Golf Course at Adare Manor under the 
attentive eye of Tom Fazio – the desire was to have a tournament ready golf course with 
exceptional conditioning to compliment The Tom Fazio redesign. Much consideration was 
given to the re-grassing of the course with particular emphasis placed in to the seed of choice for 
the putting surfaces. A lot of Creeping Bent Grass Cultivars were considered and evaluated but 
in consultation both with The Fazio Group and our appointed agronomists Turfgrass 
Consultancy, the grass of choice for the putting surfaces was Tee-2-Green’s Pure Distinction.  
The deciding factors for Adare Manor was the fine leaf texture in comparison with some of the 
older more traditional Creeping Bent Varieties, its density and upright growth habit which 
makes for exceptional putting surfaces. Other deciding factors where the relatively low 
germination temperature which was going to be an important factor with a short window of 
establishment time in Ireland’s temperate oceanic climate and the sometimes-overlooked factor 
of the higher quantity of seeds per kg in comparison to other varieties. 

The results of the collaboration between Tom Fazio, Turfgrass Consultancy, Tee-2-Green’s Pure 
Distinction and Adare Manor are greens of fineness and pureness that play and putt superbly 
and that contrast beautifully with the Penn A4 Surrounds and Rye Grass Fairways and Roughs. 
Alan MacDonnell -Golf Course Superintendent

The best, Most Respected Varieties
Inter-seeding with Tee-2-Green bentgrass varietes from TurfCare, is an effective way for superintendets 
to improve their turf quality, reduce inputs, and improve overall playing conditions. Because the new Game 
Changing Tee-2-Green bents are more disease resistant and tolerant of extreme conditions, proven results in  
time, cost efficiencies and turf quality that last.

Game Changing 5th Generation Bentgrass
Ideal for inter-seeding or new projects
- Fast Establishment, even at low temperatures
- Deeper Rooting
- Excellent Disease Tolerance
- Unmatched Heat, Cold, and Wear Tolerance
- Ability to out compete poa annua




